My daughter is completely obsessed with Whiﬀer Sniﬀer Clips. Whiﬀer Sniﬀers are
adorable scented collecͬ�ble plush characters. There are over 14 Whiﬀer Sniﬀers
characters currently available, and my daughter is determined to collect them all! We
received a Jay Bean clip, an Izzy Sodalicious clip, a Howie Rolls clip, a Sour Saul clip,
and a Mystery Pack clip. We also received a Spring 2017 collector’s book so that we
could keep track of the Whiﬀer Sniﬀers we currently own, and the Whiﬀer Sniﬀers we
sͬ�ll need to collect.Of course the ﬁrst thing my daughter did was open her mystery
pack Whiﬀer Sniﬀer. In her mystery pack was Maci Macaroon! Maci Macaroon is a
blueberry vanilla scented clip. Her proﬁle says that she loves to cook pastries and
spends her ͬ�me researching new recipes. A義�er opening her ﬁrst Whiﬀer Sniﬀer,
Kinsley was beyond excited to rip open the other four clips. Jay Bean is a jellybean
scented clip that wears every color on his sweatpants and shirt sleeves because he
loves to be seen!
Izzy Sodalicious is a grape soda scented clip who is known to laugh so hard that he
someͬ�mes blows his top! Howie Rolls is a cinnamon roll scented clip that is always on
beat! He is known to be the town’s favorite Whiﬀer Sniﬀer! Sour Saul is a green apple
scented clip who tends to be the life of the party. He is always quick with his wit and
on his feet! I thought it was adorable that each Whiﬀer Sniﬀer had their own story.
My daughter really enjoyed reading their bios and sharing them with her friends.
Each Whiﬀer Sniﬀer is guaranteed to hold its scent for at least one year, so I know
Kinsley can conͬ�nue to enjoy these cute li⻧le plush sweeͬ�es. I found that the scents
were not too overpowering, however they were deﬁnitely noͬ�ceable a義�er removing
them from their boxes. These clips are also Consumer Product Safety Commission
approved, which means I don’t have to worry about the scent or any of the pieces harming my daughter. These Whiﬀer Sniﬀers
backpack clips are too cute for words! I can’t wait to help Kinsley collect them all!
*Use the Whiﬀer Sniﬀer store locator to start your collecͬ�on today! *
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